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Abstract  
  
With increment in urbanization and socio- prudent development, the quantity of vehicles in significant metropolitan 
urban areas is expanding step by step. Along these lines, traffic blockage is turning into a significant worry of 
metropolitan urban communities everywhere throughout the world. This outcome in gigantic air contamination, loss 
of important time and cash of residents. Consequently, traffic congestion observing of various street fragments is 
extremely fundamental for breaking down the issue related with smooth portability. Distinguishing the dangerous 
street fragments inside the city is one of the significant activities for the vehicle power to survey the street condition. 
That will help the administration organizations or strategy creators to improve traffic rules and guidelines. This 
work distinguishes traffic congestion design which can order the diverse street sections dependent on traffic density 
and normal speed of vehicles. The traffic parameters are caught by in- street stationary sensors conveyed in street 
fragments. The proposed system utilizes k-means clustering algorithm to arrange the diverse street portions.  
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1. Introduction 

 
The socio-affordable development and country to 
urban relocation of individuals are putting a gigantic 
weight on existing street foundation [1]. As indicated 
by [2], urban populace of India is expanding at a 
normal pace of 3% every year and before the finish of 
year 2021 it will arrive at 500 million from existing 
300 million. The fast development in populace brings 
about colossal number of vehicles in lanes of urban 
territories. The quantity of enlisted vehicles in India 
has arrived at 142 million of every 2011 from 0.3 
million out of 1951 [3]. Because of vehicular 
development, traffic blockage has become a significant 
issue in the streets of urban zones. Thus, traffic the 
executives authority confronting colossal issue to deal 
with the traffic blockage. The street foundations of 
urban areas should be overseen effectively to upgrade 
the way of life of residents. The idea of keen city is 
advancing as a successful way to oversee various 
difficulties of urban areas. Savvy versatility of vehicles 
is one of the significant provokes that should be routed 
to manage the issue of traffic blockage [4] on street. 
Traffic congestion causes a few issues like increment in 
air contamination, travel time, fuel utilization and 
operational expense of vehicle. Street mishap is 
likewise a result of traffic congestion.  

As per World Bank study [3], India encounters 
financial loss of $6 billion every year because of traffic 

congestion. Consequently, it is required to structure 
traffic the board system to manage congestion issue.  

The point of this paper is to propose a traffic 
congestion design acknowledgment system. It secures 
continuous street traffic data and classifies the 
distinctive street portions dependent on traffic density 
and normal speed of vehicles. The proposed system 
utilizes K-means grouping method [5] to isolate the 
street sections inside the city. It gathers the traffic data 
from in-street stationary sensors and feeds to the 
information investigation module to recognize traffic 
congestion design without human intercession. The 
system will help the vehicle specialists or arrangement 
creators to plan and configuration traffic the board 
rules and guidelines. It additionally helps in basic 
leadership in regards to whether further foundation is 
required or not to adapt to the blockage.  

This paper tries to target the important causes of 
the congestion in peak hours. Traffic jam could be a 
native downside not generic the explanations dissent 
from one case to a different and is directly associated  
with the road underneath study. The causes could vary 
from place to a different even within the same town or 
an equivalent country, therefore, not all the 
explanations and solutions are often generalized. In 
fact, all causes of the tie-up mentioned below have an 
effect on one another. Causes are:  

Forced occupier: The distributer forcedly got wind 
of their business on the most town road or bus road 
and pavements inflicting narrowing the road.  
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Random parking: The prohibited and random parking 
on the most road is common habits of drivers and 
riders, inflicting surprising congestion at any time.  

Irregular public transport: Irregularity of transport 
courageousness individuals to rely on personal 
vehicles.  

Increasing rent: Increasing rent at intervals a brief 
distance of transport is one in all the rationale to rely 
on personal vehicles.  

Parallel parking: Parallel parking is parking the 
vehicle beside the road within the direction of flow. 
Within the study space, the parking is allowed within 
the A-B direction, however not allowed within the B-A 
direction. It’s noticeable that parallel parking 
effectively affects the flow of the traffic, particularly at 
rush hours wherever vehicle parks lawlessly as a 
second parallel row and cause a decrease within the 
variety of lanes to just one lane.  

Number of vehicles: Generally, variety the amount 
the quantity} of cars within the Kurdistan region is 
comparatively high if compared with the capability of 
roads; this variety is AN exceedingly in a very} 
continuous increase whereas there's not an adequate 
level of development within the number of road and 
traffic infrastructure. In Koya, the number of vehicles is 
in a very quick increase and roads square measure in 
unhealthy quality.  

Width of the street: Street's breadth isn't constant, 
it varies on the road. The breadth of the road within 
the narrowest section is twenty three m, and within the 
widest section is 27m.  

School, clinics, and offices: There square measure 
variety of clinics, offices, a school, governmental and 
public buildings and a bank on the road, they need an 
impact on the traffic flow within the peak hours.  

City planning: New quarters within the town were 
designed while not coming up with. New quarters 
square measure simply appended to previous quarters 
while not constructing roads that serve these new 
areas. New quarters rely entirely on the roads of older 
quarters. due to this reason, there's significant traffic 
on this road. It are often same that Koya could be a 
random designed town, there's no serious urban 
planning [12].  

 
2. Literature Survey  
 
A great deal of research work has been done in the 
field of various parts of insightful transportation 
system (ITS) for legitimate street traffic the executives. 
Isolation of various street portions dependent on 
traffic blockage is one of the significant errand of ITS.  

In [6], authors contemplated traffic blockage 
example of Beijing city. They have utilized traffic 
blockage file to show congestion power and utilized 
grouping technique to distinguish congestion design. In 
[7], creator proposed traffic design investigation 
system dependent on GPS information. The creator 
utilized measurable way to deal with construe traffic 
examples and patterns from GPS information. In 

another investigation [8], authors proposed k-means 
clustering technique for sectioning street mishap 
information. In [9], authors utilized help vector 
machine to perceive transport condition. The paper 
arranges transportation condition designs by thinking 
about three characteristics: traffic volume, normal 
speed and occupation proportion. In another work 
[10], authors proposed information digging approach 
for distinguishing proof of clumsy zone in various 
street fragments. They have utilized k- means 
clustering technique to deal with structure the various 
gatherings including with clumsy area dependent on 
recurrence of street mishaps. Creators likewise 
examined this information to recognize the primary 
driver of street mishaps of those areas. A 
methodological strategy [11] has been utilized in 
various street interfaces which uses connect based 
limit interruption esteems to distinguish the basic 
street portions. Additionally they have positioned the 
street sections dependent on criticality and asses the 
vigor of the street organizes.  

As indicated by the above conversation, it is 
discovered that a portion of the authors utilized k-
means clustering technique to shape gatherings of 
various clumsy zones, while this paper intends to 
isolate the street sections relying upon thickness and 
normal speed and in this manner encourages the traffic 
power to distinguish the tricky street fragments as far 
as traffic congestion. So we are also using k-means 
clustering technique for finding the solution.  
 
3. Problem Definition  
 
As indicated by the above dialog, it is discovered that a 
portion of the creators utilized k- means clustering 
procedure to shape gatherings of various clumsy 
regions, while this paper plans to isolate the street 
sections relying upon density and normal speed and in 
this way encourages the traffic position to distinguish 
the issue at street fragment sin terms of traffic 
congestion.  

The primary point of the work is to group the street 
sections dependent on various traffic parameters in 
particular rush hour gridlock density and normal speed 
of the vehicles. Each group will contain street  portions 
of same sort as far as density and normal speed. This 
traffic example might be considered as an exceptionally 
valuable instrument to strategy producers in basic 
leadership, characterizing traffic rules and guidelines.  

  
4.  Proposed Methodology  
 
A. System Architecture  
 
The principal units of proposed system are: 
information procurement unit, information 
transmission unit and information preparing unit.  
a) Information Procurement Unit: For legitimate 
methodologies and arranging, exact and constant 
information obtaining is significant. Various ways are 
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there to gather traffic data like: CCTV, camcorder, 
infrared and drifting vehicle information. Here, the 
system considers in- street stationary sensors to gather 
information from streets. This unit obtains information 
from various database system which stores traffic data 
and forward that information to transmission unit.  
b) Information Transmission Unit: This unit is capable 
of transmitting the gained information through remote 
or wired correspondence from on location to the 
remote server for further handling. This unit transfer 
information collected by Procurement Unit to 
processing unit either by wireless or wired 
communication medium to the server or remote server 
for further processing.  
c) Information Processing Unit: The traffic 
information that has been gathered by sensors is 
handled by handling unit to recognize hazardous street 
sections in a street arrange. The system utilizes K-
means clustering strategy to shape various cluster of 
various street portions. This information can be 
utilized by approach producers adequately for 
legitimate intending to limit traffic blockage. It sets 
collected information received from transmission unit 
into different datasets. Then this unit uses K-means 
clustering technique to form cluster based on collected 
information as input dataset.   
  

 
 

Fig. 1. Shows the proposed system to identify traffic 
congestion pattern. 

 
The proposed system structures four cluster 
dependent on density and normal speed: high density 
low speed (group 1), medium density low speed 
(cluster 2), medium density moderate speed (cluster 3) 
and low density rapid (cluster 4).  
 

B. System Algorithm  
 
K-means clustering [6] is one of the least complex solo 
AI systems used to segment the given informational 
collection in to k number of cluster in which every 
object of comparative information.  

Algorithm 1 shows the K-means algorithm utilized 
in this work.  

Dataset used for k-means clustering algorithm 
consists of different data objects viz, d1, d2, d3…, dn. 
This data objects are number of vehicles with their 
average speed of running. This information can be 

collected from the different traffic database. Traffic 
congestion pattern acknowledgment framework has 
been proposed for the dataset based on the primary 
point of the work is to cluster the street sections 
dependent on various traffic parameters to be specific 
traffic density and average speed of the vehicles. Each 
cluster will contain street fragments of same sort 
regarding density and average speed. This traffic 
example might be considered as an extremely helpful 
device to approach creators in dynamic, characterizing 
traffic rules and guidelines.   
 
Algorithm 1: K-means Clustering  
 
Input: Dataset D = d1, d2, d3,…., dn containing n 
objects, number of cluster k  
Output: Set of clusters  

1. Randomly chose k no. of data from D as a 
initial centroids.  
2. Calculate the Eucildean distance between 
each object di ∈ D and every centroid and 
assign the  

di to the nearest cluster.  
3. Recalculate the centroid by mean of all 
objects in a newly formed cluster.  
4. Repeat steps 2 to 3, until the centroid 
stop moving.  
5. Stop  

 
5. Experimental Setup  
 
To reenact the proposed project, Java and postgreSQL 

is being use with Processor Pentium IV, RAM 1 GB & 

operating system Windows   7. Dataset of City Traffic, 

Toll plaza is being used for processing and 

optimization of dataset has been utilized. The proposed 

system thinks about four clusters; subsequently the 

estimation of k in k-means clustering algorithm is 4. 

The example traffic information which is bolstered into 

information handling module and it structures four 

distinct gatherings of street sections utilizing k- means 

clustering strategy.  

 
6. Results  
 
The proposed system thinks about four clusters; 

consequently the estimation of k in k-means clustering 

algorithm is 4. Table I shows the example traffic 

information which are nourished into information 

handling module and it structures four distinct 

gatherings of street sections utilizing k-means 

clustering method.  

Figure 2 shows the underlying graphical 

introduction of traffic information. Figure 3 shows the 

cluster of various street segments formed using k-

means clustering types are set in single cluster. 

Algorithm 1 shows the K- means algorithm utilized in 

this work.  
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 Table-1: Traffic Parameters Data 
  

Density (No. of 
Vehicles)  

Average Speed 
(Km/hr.)  

90  25  
60  30  
55  45  
77  20  
80  60  
40  90  
54  100  
38  15  

  
In light of k-means grouping procedure referenced in 
algorithm 1, the system classified this information into 
a few clusters. Figure 3 depicts four clusters of street 
sections with various hues. The shading dark shows 
high density low speed (cluster 1), red demonstrates 
medium density low speed (cluster 2), and maroon 
speaks to medium density moderate speed (cluster 3) 
blue speaks to low density fast (cluster 4).  
  
  

 
Fig 2: Road Segment Traffic Information 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Clustered Traffic Segments 
  
The proposed system distinguishes the basic or 
hazardous street sections dependent on street traffic 
information (traffic density and normal speed of 

vehicles) and it helps the vehicle authority and 
approach producers to evaluate the strength of the 
street organize. For instance, traffic the executives 
authority should focus on the cluster 2 (in red shading) 
which means that the normal speed of vehicles in the 
street sections of that cluster is low rather than 
medium density, while normal speed of vehicles in the 
street portions having a place with cluster 3 (in fuchsia 
shading) is moderate in medium density. It might 
happened in light of the fact that the street fragments 
of cluster 2 may not be sufficiently wide to oblige 
numerous vehicles or might be traffic rules are not 
obeyed appropriately by explorers. Subsequently, 
traffic the board authority can attempt to discover the 
explanation for traffic congestion in the street sections 
having a place with cluster 2 and can find a way to 
conquer the issue.  

Traffic congestion is reduced by either reducing 
traffic flow or increasing road capability [13]. As a 
result of reasons of this sort of downside area unit 
native not generic, therefore, solutions are specific to 
the current case solely and it can’t be applied to 
alternative cases in numerous cities, below area unit 
the solutions planned by this paper:  

Road widening: The first answer clicks within the 
mind area unit the likelihood of widening the road. The 
side of the road is governmental and public estates that 
may be widened simply with a comparatively very little 
budget.  

Constructing highway and flyover: Highway, the 
most traffic between two cities area traffic unit 
inquiring this road. Constructing a route outside town 
center can effectively cut back the traffic load within 
the study space.  

Building tunnel: The street ends with 2 low 
elevation roads; the distinction in elevation tells U.S. 
that the road was designed on a hill that makes it 
excellent topology for building.  
 
Conclusion  
 
The paper proposes keen traffic blockage design 
acknowledgment system dependent on k-means 
technique to group distinctive street fragments. It 
clusters into four classes dependent on traffic density 
and normal speed of the vehicles. The system will help 
the approach producers to recognize the risky street 
sections and will change techniques in regards to 
traffic rules and guidelines to lessen traffic blockage. 
The choice can be taken whether new system (flyover, 
sidestep street) is required or not to limit traffic 
congestion just as to limit street mishaps.  
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